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STBB’s REFERENCE GUIDE TO THE SECTIONAL TITLES SCHEMES MANAGEMENT ACT 

For Managing Agents, Trustees, Owners and Property Practitioners 
 
In this, the forty-first set of notes for your STSMA Reference Guide, Prescribed Management Rule 20 is discussed. 

 
 PRESCRIBED MANAGEMENT RULE 20 – OWNER MEETINGS -  VOTING 

 
REFERENCES & SEARCH WORDS 

PMR 20 This rule, as its heading indicates, deals with voting at owner meetings. Remember, as 
required by PMR 19, the quorum must first be established before valid and binding voting 
can take place in respect of a matter on the meeting agenda. 
 
(For voting at trustee meetings – see PMR 14) 
 
When a motion is suggested at a general meeting, it is not necessary for it to be 
seconded; and 
  
Unless voting is required for a special or unanimous resolution, a motion is adopted 
by a majority of votes, “calculated in value, of the members present and voting.” 
 
This means: 
 

1. The words ‘and voting’ means that if someone abstains from voting, no vote is   
counted. (In the past, abstaining was construed as a vote in favour.) 

 
2. Votes are calculated in accordance with value, which in turn is determined by the 

participation quota held by the voter (owner). When meetings are held, trustees 
and managing agents must make sure to have lists indicating the participation 
quota of each scheme member readily at hand, to facilitate calculating whether a 
majority was achieved.  The outcome must be announced at the meeting – see 
PMR 20(8) below. 

 
(However, see PMR20(3) – in essence, if the body corporate owns sections (such as club 

 
 
 
 
 
 
General Meeting – no need to second motion 
 
 
General rule: majority vote 
 
 
 
 
Abstaining = vote not counted 
 
 
Must have participation quota handy at meetings 
to assist with calculating whether majority 
achieved 
 
 
 
 
The value of body corporate owned sections = not 

https://www.stbb.co.za/wp-content/uploads/stbb_plu31-2017_s2.pdf
https://www.stbb.co.za/wp-content/uploads/stbb_plu26-2017_s2.pdf
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houses, recreational facilities) the value of these are considered ‘abstentions’; in other 
words the body corporate has no vote by virtue of the sections that it may own.)  
 
 
 

counted 

PMR 20(2) Except for special and unanimous resolutions, a member is not entitled to vote if: 
 

(a) he/she owes money to the body corporate – but only if judgment has been 
obtained against such owner in a court or an adjudicator at CSOS has given an 
order to that effect); or 

(b) he/she persists in the breach of any of the scheme’s conduct rules - but only if a 
court or an adjudicator has ordered that member to refrain from the breach. 

 
This means, by implication, that where a special or unanimous resolution is to be voted 
on, an owner with debts owing to the body corporate or who is in breach of the rules – 
even when a court order has been issued or a CSOS adjudicator has made a finding to 
this effect – such owner may vote.  
 
 
 

Disqualification from voting 

PMR 20(3) This rule reads that: “For the purposes of any vote, the values of votes of any sections 
registered in the name of the body corporate are considered abstentions.”  
 
In other words, the body corporate has no vote by virtue of the sections that it owns.  
 
 
 

Body corporate has no vote in respect of own 
sections  
 
 
 
 

PMR 20(4) If a section is owned by a trust, the appointed trustee will vote on behalf of the trust – and 
to the exclusion of beneficiaries of the trust (who are not entitled to vote).  
 

Trustee powers to vote on behalf of trust 
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PMR 20(5) If someone is exercising a vote as a proxy of a member, then note that: 
 

1. the appointment (see section 6(5)) and the proxy’s acceptance thereof, must 
substantially follow the prescribed format. (An appointment in a mortgage bond is 
exempted.)  

 
2. the appointment must be delivered to the body corporate 48 hours before the time 

of the meeting; or must be handed to the chairperson before or at the start of the 
meeting. 
 

 
 

Voting by proxy - requirements 

PMR 20(6) A proxy need not be a member, but may not be the managing agent or an employee of the 
managing agent or the body corporate. 
 
 
 

Disqualification from acting as proxy 

PMR 20(7) When two or more persons are entitled to exercise one vote jointly, such as where the 
section owners are married in community of property, only one of them may exercise a 
vote and only one proxy can be appointed to exercise a vote for them. 
 
 
 

Where two or more persons can only exercise 
one vote 

PMR 20(8) Once voting has taken place, the chairperson must, in respect of each vote: 
 

1. announce the outcome; 
2. state the number of votes for and against the resolution; and 
3. record this in the minutes of the meeting. 

 
 
 

Procedure after voting – chairperson duties 

http://www.stbb.co.za/wp-content/uploads/stbb_plu43-2016_s2.pdf
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PMR 20(9) Special resolutions require a 75% vote in value and number.  
 
But what happens if few people arrive at the meeting and the quorum does not even 
represent holders of 50% of the value in the scheme? 
 
PMR 20(9) states that if a special resolution was voted on and accepted at a general 
meeting of members holding less than 50% of the total value of all members votes, then: 
  

(a) The body corporate must postpone implementing the resolution for one week after 
the meeting, unless the trustees resolve that there are reasonable grounds to 
believe that immediate action is necessary to ensure safety or prevent significant 
loss or damage to the scheme.  

(b) Members holding at least 25% of the total votes of all members in value may 
within 7 days, by written and signed request delivered to the body corporate, 
require that the body corporate hold a special general meeting to reconsider the 
resolution. See further PMR 20(10) for the procedure at such repeated meeting. 

 
 
 

Special resolution where quorum less than 50% of 
owners in value 

PMR 20(10) If a demand referred to in PMR 20(9) is delivered to the body corporate to convene a 
special general meeting to decide on a special resolution, the resolution may only be 
implemented if- 
  
(a)     it is again (at the special general meeting) passed by special resolution; or 
  
(b)     a quorum is not present within 30 minutes of the time set for the meeting, then it 

may be implemented (immediately) on the strength of the initial special resolution 
passed. 

Procedure where special resolution is re-
submitted for vote due to quorum value 

 
 


